Streamline Trading, Commission Management and

Multi clearing through one dedicated system.
Profit from it.
OMEX SYSTEMS provides order management and execution technology, commission management and
multi clearing solutions to emerging and mid-tier firms. It delivers a high level of functionality and power
to trading desks. Through the OMEX trading solutions, we provide tools and services for trading firms to
handle increasingly complex trade execution and back office challenges so firms can take advantage of
the new business opportunities presented in fast moving global markets.

Markets are changing
Customers are demanding
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ORDER MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION
OMEX provides comprehensive, global order management
and execution management capabilities. The system
provides a centralized order blotter, a robust Permissionings
system, electronic connectivity to both internal and external
customers, and pre-and post- trade allocations all in a
consistent, intuitive interface.
 OMEX provides a comprehensive list of features
including point and click trading, Level II displays,
Tick Charts, Time and Sales.


Order Management functions such as a trading
blotter, pre- and post-trade allocations, and a multiuser, multi-tiered Permissionings system. Advanced
applications such as list management, basket
Trading, multi leg and complex option execution
capabilities are key strengths of the platform.
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Basket and List Trading
OMEX basket and list trading provides traders some of the
most powerful tools for managing and controlling multiple
lists of orders. The traders can monitor executions and
analyze transactions in real time on a list and on individual
orders with the ability to change, replace strategy and/or
cancel the entire list with a simple click.

Strategy and List Management
 Rules to create and enter orders for a list
 Enter orders for an entire list, or a subset (group) of
each list
 Set the size of the order (slice), maximum share
quantity or value of the order, price, and algo order
type
 Strategies can be saved and used to rapidly enter or
revise waves of orders for a list

Global Orders through a Centralized Order Blotter
Orders can be added to a centralized order blotter that can
be shared among multiple traders. All or part of an order can
be directed to an exchange, ECNs, market makers, algo
destinations or another desk or broker. The blotter will keep
track of the status of the order, average prices, and leaves
quantity while preventing overtrading.

Multi-User, Multi-Tiered Permissioning and Visibility
OMEX provides shared visibility and permission to heads of
desks, branch managers, and risk managers on any of
several tiers up to global level to monitor appropriate activity
for compliance and for risk management.

Portfolio and Risks
The OMEX Portfolio and Risk Manager allow traders to
manage stock, options and portfolio risk over multiple
accounts from a single window. Users can also hedge
greeks, and see their P&L in real time.
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FIX Connector
The FIX connector seamlessly connects to FIX compliant
systems of all major markets, venues and buy and sell side
Order management systems for straight through processing.
FIX Adapter provides real-time monitoring and handles
thousands of messages per second. Also provides rapid FIX
integration, reducing FIX certification and testing costs.

Option Trading
OptionEX gives you the ability to instantly execute
orders from level 2 and blotter through click n trade
capability.
Any number of complex strategies such as butterflies,
straddles, condors, covered calls/puts etc. can easily be
constructed with simple clicks.

OptionEX optionEx calculates real-time Greeks (delta,
gamma, theta, and vega) which are fundamental for both
trading and risk management.

COMMISSION MANAGEMENT - SOFT DOLLAR AND CSA
The Commission Management Portal (CMP) for commission
sharing arrangements and soft dollars administration allows
firms to offer programs to their clients through a web-based
portal. The CMP can help automate invoicing and payment
requests online for soft dollar credits and payments to third
party vendors.

Why Commission Management









Online statements and invoice approval system
allows review and approval of invoice
Improve transparency and customer satisfaction
No more spreadsheets and manual tracking
Automate and expedite full-cycle billing activities
Enables your clients to efficiently track
commissions by providing brokerage activity
Assists with compliance, client trade and balance
management, CSA payments, trade adjustments
and reconciliation, routing and approval workflow
Track payments to research brokers based on client
approval of invoices and available credits.

POST-TRADE PROCESSING
In today's trading environment, the effective management
of post-trade processing is critical for running a successful
operation. OMEX middle office and back office modules
provide a seamless and efficient environment to manage
allocation and confirmation process and filing and
maintaining of regulatory reports.
Back office module offers:
 Dynamic and intelligent trade reporting facility
 Sophisticated commission and charge rule
calculators
 Support for OASYS Direct, Global OASYS Direct, and
FIX allocation processing
 Real-time and batch file generation and
transmission
 Send trade tickets, electronic faxes, and emails
directly to counterparties
 OATS and OTS for FINRA and SEC compliance
reporting and archiving


Creation and transmission of trades for major
clearing firms



Audit trails
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“We have used many different systems for execution and back office operations, OMEX is a
“turnkey” solution for broker dealers that combines end -to -end functionalities and ease of
use to run our business.
The programmers and technical support are among the best I have dealt with in my career. We
use OMEX to run our trading, OMS, invoicing and billing functions. It is easy to use, and contains
all the functionality we need to provide quality customer service, efficient execution and back
end reporting and management services.”

David J Beth, President / COO
Wallach Beth Capital LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC
Institutional Execution & Trading

OMEX SYSTEMS in a Broker Dealer Environment

OMEX OMS and Backoffice Overview

ABOUT OMEX SYSTEMS

CONTACT

OMEX provides order management and
execution technology, commission
management and multi clearing solutions
to emerging and mid-tier firms. It delivers
a high level of functionality and power to
trading desks. Through the OMEX trading
solutions, we provide tools and services
for trading firms to handle increasingly
complex trade execution and back office
challenges so firms can take advantage of
the new business opportunities presented
in fast moving global markets.

Sales:
Email: sales@omexsystems.com
Phone: 646-412-6000
Helpdesk: 646-412-6001
Office Location & Mailing Address:
OMEX Systems LLC.
100 Wall Street,
Suite 6600 New York, NY 10005
Phone: 646-412-6002

